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NOBODY’S CHILD:
THE BANK OF GREECE IN THE INTERWAR YEARS
Andreas Kakridis
Bank of Greece and Ionian University
ABSTRACT
Neither history nor economic historians have been kind to Greece’s central bank in the
interwar years. Born at the behest of the League of Nations to help the country secure
a new international loan, the Bank of Greece was treated with a mixture of suspicion
and hostility. The onset of the Great Depression pitted its statutory objective to defend
the exchange rate against the incentive to reflate the domestic economy. Its policy response has generally been criticized as either ineffectual or detrimental: the Bank is
accused of having pursued an unduly orthodox and restrictive policy, both during but
also after the country’s exit from the gold exchange standard, some going as far as to
argue that the 1932 devaluation failed to produce genuine recovery.
Relying primarily on archival material, this paper combines qualitative and quantitative
sources to revisit the Bank of Greece’s birth and operation during the Great Depression.
In doing so, it hopes to put Greece on the map of international comparisons of the Great
Depression and debates on the role of the League of Nations, the effectiveness of money
doctoring and foreign policy interventions more generally. What is more, the paper
seeks to revise several aspects of the conventional narrative surrounding the Bank’s
role. First, it argues that monetary policy was neither as ineffective nor as restrictive as
critics suggest; this was largely thanks to a continued trickle of foreign lending, but also
to the Bank’s own decision to sterilize foreign exchange outflows, thus breaking the
‘rules of the game’. Second, it revisits Greece’s attempt to cling to gold after sterling’s
devaluation, a decision routinely denounced as a critical policy mistake. Last but not
least, it challenges the notion that Greece constitutes an exception to the rule that wants
countries who shed their ‘golden fetters’ recovering faster.
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1. Introduction
History was not kind to Greece’s central bank in the interwar years. Born at the
behest of the country’s foreign creditors during a time of financial distress and political
rancor, the Bank of Greece was treated with a mixture of suspicion and hostility from
the very beginning. Just over a year into its life, the newborn institution was thrust into
the limelight, as the Great Depression rattled the international financial system.
Charged with defending Greece’s exchange rate in the face of capital flight, the central
bank faced a dilemma all too familiar to monetary authorities after 1929; one that pitted
the external objective underpinning the country’s access to foreign capital against the
internal incentive to support domestic liquidity and reflate the economy.
Historians reviewing the Bank’s first years of operation have not been particularly
kind either. More often than not, the Bank’s early policy has been described as either
ineffectual or detrimental. 1 The Bank is accused of failing to respond to the crisis or
responding in an unduly restrictive fashion that pushed the economy further into recession. The ‘battle for the drachma’, as the futile attempt to remain on gold after the sterling crisis became known, is regarded as the culmination of this folly. The subsequent
decision to re-peg the drachma to gold in 1933, less than a year after devaluation, is
taken as further evidence of an unhealthy “obsession with orthodoxy” (Kostis 2003:
477; 2018: 256). More recently, Greece’s financial woes have rekindled interest in the
interwar, which is now viewed through the lens of the country’s sovereign debt crisis
(Chouliarakis and Lazaretou 2014). In this context, some used the ‘battle for the
drachma’ to question the wisdom of Greece’s attachment to the euro, while others took
the opposite stance, arguing that devaluation failed to produce genuine recovery (Christodoulakis 2013). As is often the case, this use of history to settle modern debates
proved a mixed blessing.
The main objective of this paper is to provide a unified narrative of the Bank of
Greece’s birth and operation during the Great Depression. 2 In doing so, it hopes to put
Greece on the map of international comparisons of the Great Depression and debates
See Kostis (1986; 2003; 2018), Pepelasis-Minoglou (1993), Lazaretou (1996), Christodoulakis (2003);
Mazower (1991) adopts a less critical stance, which is shared by Psalidopoulos (2019). Those interested
in contemporaneously accounts of monetary policy could start with Pyrsos (1936; 1946), Vouros (1938),
Pyrris (1934) and Zolotas (1936).
2
Making this narrative accessible to those who don’t have access to the Greek literature and sources is a
second objective; to this end, priority is given to references – including archival documents – in English
(or French); cf. Dertilis and Costis (1995) for a similar, albeit somewhat dated endeavour.
1
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on the role of the League of Nations, the effectiveness of money doctoring and foreign
policy interventions more generally. What is more, the paper also seeks to revise several
aspects of the conventional narrative surrounding the Bank’s role. First, it argues that
monetary policy was neither as ineffective nor as restrictive as critics suggest; this was
largely thanks to a continued trickle of foreign lending, but also to the bank’s own decision to sterilize foreign exchange outflows, thus breaking with the ‘rules of the game’
in a way consistent with Nurkse’s (1944) findings. Secondly, it revisits the ‘battle of
the drachma’, to add some context to what is systematically denounced as a critical
policy mistake. Last but not least, it challenges the notion that Greece constitutes an
exception to the rule that wants countries who shed their ‘golden fetters’ recovering
faster (Eichengreen and Sachs 1985; Eichengreen 1992).
This paper revisits the early years of the Bank of Greece by combining qualitative
and quantitative sources. National archives aside, extensive use is made of the hitherto
underutilized material in the Bank of England, which received weekly confidential updates on developments in Athens and often orchestrated the international response
through the League of Nations. 3 On the quantitative front, the paper draws on numerous
sources, challenging the reliability of some oft-used figures and constructing new series, where necessary. Despite valiant efforts in recent years to compile long-term data
series, notably by Kostelenos et al. (2007) and Lazaretou (2014), problems of data reliability continue to plague historical research of inter-war Greece: budgets counted
loans as revenue and failed to distinguish between primary and total expenditure; commercial banks channeled assets to foreign branches and refused to share data with authorities; volume indices were unweighted and composite indicators were often arbitrary. To this day, annual estimates of GDP growth remain sketchy. In this context, a
better understanding of the data sources and their limitations would help reduce some
of the contradictions present in some of the empirical work. This paper does not aspire
to address all of these shortcomings, but it does caution against overreliance on sketchy
figures.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides the necessary
context and explains how the new central bank emerged as the unintended by-product
The main archives used are the Tsouderos Archive held at the Bank of Greece Historical Archives
(henceforth IATE), the Venizelos Archive held at the Benaki Museum (VA) and the Bank of England
Archive (BOEA). Bank of England archives have previously been used by Dritsa (2012), Christodoulaki
(2015) Kakridis (2017) and Pantelakis (2018).
3
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of Greece’s request for a foreign loan. The peculiar circumstances of its birth led to a
series of ‘birth defects’, including a lack of liquidity that limited its ability to control
the domestic money market. True to interwar form, its design emphasized separation
from public finance and paid too little attention to its relationship with commercial
banks. This ended up hobbling the new institution, as the government conducted its
financial operations through other banks that the Bank of Greece was unable to supervise (Section 3). At the same time, however, these ‘birth defects’ offered a handy excuse
to break with the gold standard ‘rules of the game’. Section 4 covers the period from
1929 to the eve of Britain’s departure from the gold standard. Without questioning the
inherent limits on its clout, it argues that the Bank of Greece exaggerated its own weakness in order to deflect criticism and strengthen its position in the financial system. In
practice, the Bank systematically sterilized foreign exchange losses, probably contributing to Greece’s relative resilience in the face of the global recession. Section 5 focuses
on the few months between the sterling devaluation and the country’s default, in April
1932, when Greece struggled in vain to remain on gold. What appears in retrospect to
have been a costly mistake, was a calculated delay to try and salvage the country’s loanfinanced development strategy; there was never any true intention to deflate the economy and the Bank of Greece duly injected liquidity to bolster the banking system, precipitating the country’s departure from gold. Section 6 concludes with a brief review of
the post-default years, challenging the notion that monetary policy was unduly restrictive or that Greece failed to recover after the 1932 devaluation.

2. An unexpected birth
Greece entered the roaring 1920s with a roar of pain. After a decade of almost
uninterrupted war, the collapse of the Asia Minor front in the summer of 1922 left the
country exhausted and flooded with refugees. The forced population exchange mandated by the Treaty of Lausanne served as the final act in a drama that had seen Balkan
people and borders in constant flux since 1912. In Greece, reconstruction came with
the dual challenge of integrating the country’s new territories to the north and settling
more than a million refugees from the east. For a poor, agricultural country with a per
capita GDP less than half the West European average at the time, the challenge was
formidable.

5

Two thirds of the population still lived on the land, where 60% of output and 90%
of exports – mostly tobacco and currants – were produced. Roads were fewer than rivers, though often hard to tell apart; floods were commonplace and malaria was endemic.
Cities lacked proper water and sewage, let alone electricity; housing was sparse, even
before the arrival of the refugees. Sweeping land reform helped release social tensions
in the countryside but hardly improved agricultural yields, which remained abysmally
low. Despite devoting 70% of cultivable land to cereals, interwar Greece couldn’t feed
itself. Its gaping trade deficit was financed by a steady inflow of invisibles, notably
emigrant remittances from the US. But as emigration options narrowed and population
growth accelerated in the 1920s, economists and politicians agonised over the country’s
economic “viability”. 4
The quest for viability was expensive. Like many European countries, post-war
Greece was financially drained. Its budget and currency lay in tatters. Despite significant tax hikes, deficits remained high and were financed through the printing press.
Between 1920 and 1927, prices rose five-fold and the drachma lost more than 90% of
its pre-war value (Figure 1). Domestic funding alternatives were limited. Having twice
resorted to cutting banknotes in half to convert a portion of the circulation into a forced
loan, the government had ran out of ways to force the population to hold more of its
bonds.
Foreign capital was the obvious solution, but not an easy one. Thanks to the operation of the International Financial Commission (IFC), a body set up by the country’s
creditors in 1898 and administered by Britain, France and Italy, debt service had continued during the war. The IFC maintained direct control over a portion of state revenue,
which it channeled for interest and amortisation (Tuncer 2015; Kakridis 2018). Still,
political and financial instability – not to mention the uncertainty of wartime reparations
and inter-allied debt settlement – hardly inspired confidence in capital markets, where
Greek bonds traded at heavy discounts. In the aftermath of the Asia Minor debacle, the
League of Nations helped Greece secure a £10,000,000 loan (net) in London and New
York at an effective rate of 8.5%. Issued on the heels of League loans for Austria and
Hungary, the 1924 Refugee Loan would be serviced by the IFC and managed by another
autonomous agency under foreign administration, the Refugee Settlement Commission
4
Mazower (1991) and Kostis (2018) offer the necessary details; viability concerns are discussed in Kakridis (2009), with Ploumidis (2013) drawing interesting parallels with other Balkan countries.
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(RSC). The strict terms helped raise the loan, along with hopes of Greece’s financial
rehabilitation. A military coup dashed those hopes in 1925 and soured relations with
the League, causing London to impose an effective loan embargo on the country. 5
Democracy was restored in 1926 and a new coalition government re-opened negotiations for a supplementary refugee loan. Over the next year, war debts were settled
with Britain, the US and France – the latter proving most intransigent, not least since
the French disliked the prospect of another British loan initiative. 6 But the message
from London – echoed in Geneva – was clear: further assistance to Greece would come
part and parcel with fiscal and monetary stabilisation. The former meant budget reform
and a cap on public expenditure; the latter entailed a de jure return to gold and the
establishment of an independent central bank. 7
These terms were reaffirmed by the League experts who visited Greece in the
spring of 1927 and reported to the Financial Committee at its June session in Geneva.
The mission, which comprised staff members Arthur Elliott Felkin, Jan van Walré de
Bordes and a young Jacques Rueff, was headed by the League’s Deputy Secretary General, Joseph Avenol and fit neatly into the pattern of inter-war ‘money doctoring’
(Schucker 2003). In a lengthy appendix to their report, the experts described how the
country’s largest commercial bank, the National Bank of Greece, was also the sole noteissuing authority working in tandem with the government. 8 Established as a commercial
bank with limited note-issuing rights back in 1841, the National Bank had gradually
expanded to everything from discounts and business advances to agricultural credits,
state loans and mortgages. Encouraged by the small size of the Greek market, this concentration also reflected the National Bank’s skillful exploitation of political leverage.

The Refugee Loan is discussed at length in Tounta-Fergadi (1986) and Pepelasis-Minoglou (1993: 6493), who also offers details on the British loan embargo and poor relations with the regime of General
Pangalos (pp. 101-115); cf. Norman to Niemeyer (Treasury), 1 February 1926, BOEA OV80-1/6; on the
RSC, see Kontogiorgi (2006).
6
War debts were settled with Britain on 9.4.1927 and the US on 8.11.1927 (Pantelakis 1988). Poincaré
threatened to use the French member of the IFC to block any new loans unless Greece accepted the
French estimates of its obligations; Norman and Siepmann’s attempts to mediate through the Banque de
France merely reinforced the French conviction that the Financial Committee was controlled by the Bank
of England; see Siepmann to Quesnay, 22 September 1927, BOEA OV80-2/36 and the subsequent exchange between Moreau and Norman in the same file. The matter was eventually settled through arbitration, as agreed in December 1927.
7
The negotiations leading to the establishment of the Bank of Greece have been the subject of several
monographs – see, amongst others, Pyrsos (1936), Pepelasis-Minoglou (1993: 121-171), Kostis (2003:
ch. 11) and Christodoulaki (2015); in what follows, references are kept to a minimum.
8
See The National Bank of Greece, 6 June 1927 in A3-S1-Y1-F4/1; this is the third note accompanying
the report submitted to the Financial Commission by the mission to Greece.
5
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Its role in state finance – however perilous at times of overborrowing – guaranteed
frequent cabinet appointments for its senior management and provided a steady stream
of special privileges that helped reinforce its monopoly position; by 1920, the Bank had
also become the country’s sole note-issuing authority. 9
By inter-war monetary standards the National Bank’s multiple roles were highly
unorthodox. The bank’s governor, Alexandros Diomidis, may have insisted that its
dominance made it “the most independent central bank in Continental Europe”, but few
took him seriously.10 In Geneva, the Greek government was asked “to bring the National Bank into closer conformity with Modern Central Banking”; that meant stripping
it of commercial activities and severing its ties with the treasury. The government
agreed “in principle” and submitted its official loan application on June 14, 1927. 11
When news of the deal reached Athens, Diomidis was incensed. The bank was
not prepared to shed the most lucrative part of its business, nor could the Greek financial
system be “tailored to the designs conceived by simple yet misty Nordic minds”, that
were hardly applicable to a country where “credit was still in its infancy”. 12 The government, for its part, was also reluctant to jeopardise the integrity of country’s largest
commercial bank and hoped to keep the reform on hold for a few years. As the prospect
of such a delay dimmed, negotiations came to an impasse.
Emmanouil Tsouderos, the Deputy Governor of the National Bank’s, came up
with a solution: instead of giving up its commercial portfolio, the bank could spin off
the note issue – along with the foreign exchange reserves and a sizeable chunk of the
public debt – to establish a new, separate central bank. The idea was first floated to
Financial Committee members in London, Otto Niemeyer and Henry Strakosch, but
soon gathered momentum in both Athens and Geneva. 13 Only the Swiss member of the
Financial Committee, Léopold Dubois, predicted that the government would continue
to rely heavily on the National Bank and questioned whether the new institution would

On the early history of the National Bank, Valaoritis (1902) remains a classic, while Thomadakis (1985)
offers a rare contribution in English; cf. Kostis and Tsokopoulos (1988).
10
H. Siepmann, Note of Conversation with Mr. Al. N. Diomede, 14 February 1927, BOEA OV80-1/27.
11
See the list of questions posed “privately” by the Financial Commission to the Greek Minister of
Finance on June 12, 1927 (along with his answers) in BOEA OV80-2/23; the official application, dated
June 14, is appended to the Report to the Council of the Proceedings of the 27th Session of the Financial
Commission (C.335.M.110.1927.II).
12
Diomidis to Tsouderos, 22 and 23 June 1927 in IATE A3-S1-Y1-F40/13 and Y2-F25/68.
13
Tsouderos to Diomidis, 29 June 1927, IATE A3-S1-Y2-F25/71; cf. Pyrsos (1936: 69ff) and Venezis
(1955: 37-43).
9
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be strong enough to stand its ground; prescient as they may have been, his concerns
were brushed aside. 14
July was spent drafting the new statutes. 15 The League had recently helped establish the Bank of Estonia and this served as the blueprint, while further inspiration was
drawn from the Bulgarian and Austrian National Banks, as well as the Indian Reserve
Bank. Limits on treasury bill discounts and state advances were copied from the Reichsbank. Tsouderos intervened to weaken the government’s hold on management, while
Strakosch added a 7% minimum reserve requirement for commercial banks, which the
Greek side eliminated from subsequent drafts. 16 In retrospect, it is striking how little
thought was given to the institution’s relationship with other banks, as opposed to its
independence from government. Inter-war bankers were still haunted by the spectre of
fiscal dominance and inflation.
Negotiations continued through the summer, before the final drafts were submitted to the Financial Committee to become the Geneva Protocol, which was signed on
September 15, 1927. Banking reform aside, Greece promised to stabilise the drachma
at the prevailing rate, cap public spending and overhaul its public accounting practices;
it also agreed to submit quarterly progress reports, endure continued IFC and RSC control and even appoint a suitable “technical advisor” to the new bank. 17 Opposition parties in Athens rushed to accuse the government of capitulating to foreign interests without exploring other loan options. In fact, records show the government welcomed alternatives, not least because they helped improve its negotiating position. Much to London’s frustration, for example, a competitive Swedish loan was put forward during the
negotiations. 18 Given how these alternatives came with fewer strings attached, it is
worth considering why the Greek government ended up opting for the League.

de Bordes to Strakosch, 14 July 1927, BOEA OV9-190/93.
IATE A3-S1-Y1-F7 contains successive annotated drafts, identifying the source of each article; similar
files appended to letter from Osborne to Niemeyer, 12 July 1927, BOEA OV9-190/1.
16
The requirement was limited to the National Bank, and only in cities where the Bank of Greece had a
branch (i.e. Athens); all other commercial banks were exempt, effectively being allowed to continue the
existing practice of depositing excess reserves with the National Bank; see Remarques du gouvernement
Grec et de la Banque Nationale de Grèce sur les projets de loi monétaire, statuts de la Banque etc.,
September 1927 in IATE A3-S1-Y1-F8/2.
17
The idea was hardly new and paralleled the appointment of special commissioners that accompanied
other stabilization loans; Greece objected strongly to the prospect of embedding yet another foreigner
with veto power into its administration and managed to keep his role advisory.
18
The offer, which did not involve any League supervision, was for a £9,000,000 loan at an effective
rate of 8%. Much like the League loan, it would be serviced through the IFC. This meant British, French
14
15
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Both Santaella (1993) and Flores Zendejas and Decorzant (2016) have argued
that League supervision helped countries access cheaper credit by improving credibility
and promoting much-needed reforms; the latter also maintain that the League’s multilateral approach was superior to the bilateral deals used elsewhere. Much of this rings
true for Greece. Tied to monetary stabilisation, the League loan was conceived as part
of a broader reform package that would act as a “good housekeeping seal of approval”,
smoothing the country’s return to capital markets. 19 External enforcement would make
reforms more credible abroad, while deflecting some of their political cost at home.
Politicians saw Geneva as a potential scapegoat for unpopular austerity; the National
Bank regarded it as an ally against government pressure.
Other aspects of the Greek case, however, are less consistent with this narrative.
The IFC already provided Greece with an external enforcement mechanism that could
be used to tap foreign markets at competitive rates and even orchestrate monetary stabilisation. 20 The Swedish loan offer, predicated on IFC guarantees, was a case in point.
What ultimately undermined these alternatives was London’s unwillingness to allow
Greece to fall into the financial orbit of any other country. Wielding considerable leverage, Britain was opposed to any plan that did not go through the Financial Committee,
where the Bank of England held most sway. Greek policy-makers were well aware of
this; in response to a French suggestion to explore alternatives in Paris, Tsouderos wondered:
“Is it worth pursuing financial restoration without the League’s cooperation? Could
we succeed? What would our position be vis-à-vis the big central banks, whose help
we need, especially the Bank of England and the New York Fed? These banks are
working together and – for better or worse – control global markets. I’m sure we can
obtain loans elsewhere […] But pursuing an almost unilateral stabilisation without
the blessing of [these] central banks would make the attempt short-lived.” 21

and Italian governments would have to approve of the scheme and charge the IFC with the new task
(Pepelasis-Minoglou 1993: 162f).
19
The ‘seal of approval’ reference points to Bordo and Rockoff (1996), who investigate the effects of
gold standard participation in the pre-war era; Lazaretou (2005) extends this framework to the Greek
case.
20
In fact, the IFC had already drafted two plans for Greek monetary stabilization, both of which envisioned handing control of the money supply to a department of the National Bank under IFC supervision;
see L. G. Roussin, Stabilisation of the Drachma, dated July 12, 1925 and updated March 15, 1926, in
BOEA OV80-1/8-9. Both notes were circulated and discussed at the Treasury and the Bank of England
at the time.
21
Tsouderos to Diomidis, 29 September 1927, IATE A3-S1-Y2-F25/71.
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Coercion was thus an essential part of the process whereby Greece chose the League.
Niemeyer’s threat was thinly veiled, when he described the Swedish loan to Tsouderos
as a “foolish and short-sighted” idea, which threatened to upset Greece’s relationship
with the League and “those who are anxious to be her friends”. 22 London could not only
veto IFC involvement in the servicing of the Swedish loan; less conspicuously and more
ominously, it could also direct the City bankers to turn a deaf ear to Greece’s subsequent
loan requests. By extension, it is worth considering whether the different inter-war loan
experiences recorded in the literature do not reflect the superiority of the League’s multilateralism, but rather the superior firepower the Bank of England and the City of London could bring to bear to help its friends or intimidate its foes. 23
Ratification of the Geneva Protocol, along with an improved budget and the de
facto pegging of the drachma (Figure 1), opened the door to negotiate a “tripartite” loan
of £9,000,000, to be split in three equal tranches: one for refugees, another to settle
budget arrears and a third to boost the foreign exchange reserve of the new central bank.
The loan was successfully floated in January 1928, setting the stage for the de jure
stabilisation of the drachma. 24 On May 12, 1928, the currency was fixed at 375 drachmas to the sterling as the country joined the gold exchange standard. Close to the average since 1926, the exchange rate was widely believed to undervalue the drachma, thus
offering policymakers additional leeway. 25 Henceforth, the note issue would be controlled by the new central bank, which was mandated to hold gold or convertible foreign
exchange reserves at no less than 40% of circulation. Diomidis became the first Governor, with Tsouderos as his Deputy. At Niemeyer’s behest, Horace Finlayson, a Treasury official stationed at the British embassy in Berlin, was chosen to be the technical

Niemeyer to Tsouderos, 3 October 1927, IATE A3-S1-Y2-F51/16.
This is especially true of comparisons with such cases, like Romania and Poland, where bilateral loans
were made that deliberately by-passed the Bank of England. On the imperial rivalries and concomitant
central banks disagreements underpinning such loans, see Meier (1970); Tooze and Ivanov (2011) make
a somewhat similar argument based on the Bulgarian experience.
24
By that time, the US government had also agreed to advance Greece $12,167,000 (i.e. £2,500,000) at
4% for refugee settlement. Thus, only the remaining £6,500,000 (net) were raised through public subscription in London and New York, some bonds being taken up in Italy, Sweden, Switzerland and Greece.
The loan was issued at 91 (85.5 net of commission) with 6% coupon, raising the effective interest rate to
7%.
25
Christodoulakis (2013: 278) claims, rather unconvincingly, that the drachma was actually overvalued,
compared to its trough value in August 1926. Why the month a military regime was toppled by another
coup and the exchange rate dipped two standard deviations below its 1926 average should be taken as
the drachma’s equilibrium value is not explained. Nor is the possible overvaluation of sterling relevant,
given that the drachma did not seek to restore its pre-war parity, but rather re-pegged at 1/15 of its prewar sterling rate.
22
23
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advisor. 26 On May 14, 1928, the Bank of Greece opened its doors to the public for the
first time. Much to everyone’s surprise, the quest for a supplementary refugee loan, had
led to the birth of a new central bank.

3. Nobody’s child
The unexpected birth was followed by a difficult childhood. Created at foreign
behest, the Bank of Greece was treated with a mixture of suspicion and hostility, as it
struggled to establish a foothold in a market dominated by its predecessor.
This struggle was uphill, not least since the Bank of Greece suffered from a handful of birth defects: 47.5% of its assets were tied up in unmarketable, low-interest loans
to the state; with gold and foreign exchange reserves taking up another half its balance
sheet, only about 1% was left for liquid drachma assets such as commercial bills or
marketable securities. This meant the new central bank was effectively cut off from the
market it was expected to control and could not rely either on rediscounting – a practice
unfamiliar to most Greek banks anyway – or open market operations to reign in money
and credit. 27
Some of these defects were genetic: a decade of fiscal profligacy had left much
of the drachma issue covered by forced state loans. For those to be liquidated, Greece
would have had to issue more foreign bonds, effectively replacing cheap domestic
credit with expensive foreign loans. A compromise was struck: the Bank of Greece
would assume about 3,800 million drachmas of debt and the government would amortise it in instalments of no fewer than 200 million annually. Thus, as Dubois would put

Finlayson’s career details are provided by Leith Ross to Niemeyer, 13 August 1927 in BOEA OV9190/109. The same folder contains correspondence concerning negotiations with the Greek side to secure
Finlayson’s post; for the Greek side of the negotiations, see IATE A3-S1-Y2-F44 and F45. When the
choice was announced to the Financial Committee, the French representative was the only one to grumble, no doubt since Finlayson’s presence in Athens would solidify British control of Greek financial
affairs; see Comite Financier, 29ème Session, Procès-verbal de la 14ème séance tenue à Genève le 7
Décembre 1927, IATE A3-S1-Y1-F9/1.
27
Percentages are based on the Bank’s opening balance sheet but still held on 31.12.1928; see Pyrsos
(1936: 100) and Bank of Greece (1929: 52); cf. the discussion in Lazaretou (2015, p. 74-78). The limited
effectiveness of discounts in markets inundated with government securities was common to many interwar countries (Eichengreen 1992: 195); what made the Greek case different was the fact that the central
bank was burdened with non-securitized debt, which meant it could not perform contractionary open
market operations either.
26
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it in September 1927, “the new bank would not be a bank of issue in the strict sense of
the word, but it had been necessary to adapt to circumstances”. 28
Other defects, however, were due to the circumstances of the Bank’s birth: weary
of foreign intervention, the government had allowed the National Bank to tailor monetary reform to suit its own interests. Thus, when the two institutions were separated, the
National Bank transferred the most unprofitable and indigestible public loans – including some 1.1 billion drachmas unrelated to the note issue – to the new central bank,
keeping the most lucrative and marketable securities to itself. As a pamphlet would
later put it, “the National Bank secured all the meat for its stockholders, leaving the
bones to the Bank of Greece”. 29 What is more, the National Bank clung to several of
its old privileges, most notably the sole right to hold the deposits of the country’s public
agencies. By leaving a sizeable portion of public savings under National Bank control,
the government thus “sold the birth right of the Bank of Greece”, breaching the spirit,
if not the letter of the Geneva Protocol. 30
The upshot of all this was a new central bank with an 108 million drachma portfolio in an eight billion drachma market that had just received a considerable liquidity
boost, not least due to the tripartite loan. The elephant in the room was the National
Bank, which controlled almost half the deposits and a third of short-term credits. A few
months after the Bank of Greece had opened its doors, the National Bank spearheaded
an initiative to establish the Hellenic Bank Association (HBA), which served to ‘regulate’ the market and represent commercial bank interests. Liberated from the state’s
stifling embrace, the National Bank would only see its dominance grow over the next
years. 31

Comite Financier, 28ème Session, Procès-verbal de la 10ème séance tenue à Genève le 7 Septembre
1927, IATE A3-S1-Y1-F8/1. For a succinct formulation of the trade-off involved, as seen from the Greek
side, see the anonymous memo (probably drafted by Tsouderos) titled Signification de la Stabilisation,
n.d., in IATE A3-S1-Y2-F173/1.
29
Petridis (ed.) (2000 [1932])· see also Tsouderos to Varvaressos, May 19, 1928, IATE A3-S1-Y1-F32/1
and Kyrkilitsis (1935: 30).
30
The formulation belongs to Finlayson, as recorded in Comite Financier, 38ème Session, Procès-verbal
de la 2ème séance tenue à Genève le 8 Mai 1930, IATE A3-S1-Y1-F25/2, p. 27. The decision to keep
these deposits – which amounted to some 450 million drs. – with the National Bank led to acrimonious
debates with the Financial Committee. The compromise reached in July 1929 was mainly a face-saving
exercise, inasmuch as the Bank of Greece merely got to ‘rubber stamp’ the deposits, which remained
with the National Bank until 1950; cf. the heated debate at the Comite Financier, 35ème Session, Procèsverbal de la 3ème séance tenue à Paris le 5 Juin 1929, IATE A3-S1-Y1-F21/2.
31
The numbers cited refer to discounts and other short-term credits outstanding on December 31, 1928
for the Bank of Greece and commercial banks as a whole, as published in Table 11 of the Bank of Greece
Monthly Bulletin, Vol. 1(1), January 1930, p.15. On the meteoric rise of the National Bank after 1928,
28
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Of course, none of this had seemed problematic back in 1927, when Diomidis
and Tsouderos were negotiating in London and Geneva. Their objective had been to
conform to the League’s prescriptions and protect the note issue from government interference. Inasmuch as the Financial Committee also insisted on bank reform, their
priority had been to keep the National Bank from harm’s way. Neither of them foresaw
any trouble in relations between the new and old banks of issue. In fact, their private
correspondence reveals their primary concern to have been the potential reaction of
rival banks, notably the Bank of Athens, who might attempt to convert substantial
amounts of drachmas into foreign exchange; Diomidis even went so far as to approach
the Bank of England for a stand-by credit facility to stave off potential speculative attacks. 32 But the National Bank was beyond suspicion: a friendly giant, committed to
pursuing ‘national’ interests and expected to work in harmony with the Bank of Greece.
After 1928, Diomidis and Tsouderos would come to realise just how optimistic their
expectations had been.
Most of the Bank of Greece’s early policy initiatives can be seen as attempts to
overcome its birth defects. The operation of clearing houses to reduce cash transactions
and encourage banks to keep reserves with the Bank of Greece; the establishment of
local branches to absorb foreign exchange in agricultural export towns; the elaborate
plans to set up a nation-wide Savings Bank to drain liquidity from commercial banks
or repackage state loans into marketable short-term securities; the legislative campaigns
to force data disclosure and revive Strakosch’s 7% minimum reserve requirement – all
reflect the Bank’s efforts to reinforce its position. 33 Despite support from the Financial
Committee, most initiatives failed to yield the desired results. What is more, they

see Kyrkilitsis (1935) and Kostis (2003: chapter 17, aptly titled “The empire strikes back”); for a history
of the HBA see Kostis (1997).
32
Diomidis had always pressed for such credits from the Bank of England to support the stabilization
“psychologically”. As he explained to Siepmann “what he must have is a soldier dressed in gold from
head to foot, standing at the door of a room which contains nothing whatever” (Note by H. A. Siepmann,
February 24, 1927 in BOEA OV80-1/36). Demands became more persistent on the eve of stabilization,
as speculative attacks were feared, not least from the Bank of Athens (Note of conversation between
Siepmann and Tsouderos, January 30, 1928 in BOEA OV80-3/34), only to be rebuffed each time as
“wholly absurd” (Niemeyer to Diomede, and Niemeyer to Finlayson, both on March 23, 1928 in BOEA
OV9-190/183-4).
33
Pyrsos (1946) offers the most detailed discussion of the early years of the Bank’s policy; Finlayson’s
confidential annual reports are also useful windows into the operation of the Bank, as are the minutes of
Financial Committee meetings with Bank representatives. The Annual Report to the Governor of the
Bank of Greece, April 6, 1929 in BOEA OV9-192/2, the Memorandum dated October 2, 1930 in IATE
A3-S1-Y2-F60/1 and the Notes on statement to the Financial Committee, May 11, 1931 in BOEA OV804/107b offer key summaries.
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provoked hostility from commercial banks, who viewed the institution’s actions as antagonistic (Mazower 1991: 147). According to Tsouderos, one senior National Bank
official even threatened him with an attack on the central bank’s reserves, should it
continue to set up new branches and compete for foreign exchange and discounts on
the open market (Venezis 1966: 63).
Relations with the government were also fraught with difficulties. Mandated to
report to the Financial Committee on a quarterly basis, the Bank was often the unwitting
harbinger of uncomfortable news from Geneva. This strained its relationship with the
government, which expected the Bank of Greece to do its bidding. Thus, senior government officials occasionally made “improper excursions into bank rate policy”,
which led to further rounds of protest from abroad. 34 Inevitably, as Dubois had predicted, the government continued to rely heavily on the advice and resources of the
National Bank, often leaving the central bank on the side-lines.
Politics also played a role. From the very start, bank reform had been the subject
of intense political controversy. In August 1927, the conservative People’s Party had
withdrawn from the coalition government, ostensibly because it disagreed with the proposed reform; henceforth, the party would remain hostile to the Bank of Greece, periodically proposing its abolition. 35 Soon thereafter, the leader of the progressive Agricultural Labour Party and Minister of Agriculture, Alexandros Papanastassiou, threatened to withhold support for the Geneva Protocol, unless steps were also taken to establish an Agricultural Bank (Kostis 2003: 305f). Another campaign to avert bank reform was waged a few months later by another party leader, Georgios Kondylis, albeit
to no effect.
The largest blow came in June 1928, when the former Prime Minister and founder
of the Liberal Party, Eleftherios Venizelos, launched a vehement campaign against the
handling of negotiations in Geneva. The coalition government was forced to resign,
paving the way for Venizelos’s return to the premiership. British officials in Athens
informed the Treasury and the Bank of England that “the old man [was] on the war

Niemeyer to Finlayson, November 27, 1928 in BOEA OV9-191/142, in reply to Finlayson’s complaints that Venizelos had pressured the Bank to lower its discount rate too soon.
35
The deeper reasons for its withdrawal were probably internal to the party; an unwillingness to share
responsibility for the austerity measures concomitant of stabilisation may also have played a role; Dafnis
(1997 [1974]: 381f); Pepelasis-Minoglou (1993: 149); cf. Tsouderos to Agnides, August 10, 1927 in
IETA A3-S1-Y1-F35/16.
34
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path”, proposing the de facto merger of the Bank of Greece with the National Bank.36
By July, Athens was rife with rumours of Diomidis’s impending dismissal and the reversal of the bank reform. In what was to become an oft-repeated maneuver in coming
years, London and Geneva put their foot down, pointing out that central bank independence had been an integral part of the 1927 Protocol and a precondition for continued
League support.
As it turned out, Venizelos was merely using the Bank of Greece as a stalking
horse to attack the National Bank and renegotiate the division of the spoils created by
the revaluation of its foreign exchange reserves at the new parity. Over the coming
months, he attacked the National Bank for defrauding the state of its rightful ‘surplus
value’ gains and threatened it with new taxes. The dispute was settled in June 1929,
when the National Bank was forced to cede half the gains to the state. 37 The unexpected
offspring of this compromise was the Agricultural Bank, financed largely by the state’s
share of the spoils, which started its operations in early 1930 and became the second
most important new bank of the inter-war years. Much like the Bank of Greece, it spent
its childhood in the shadow of the National Bank.
All this controversy did not help bolster the position of the Bank of Greece, at a
time when “important political and business sections assumed a definitely hostile attitude to the new institution”, wrote Finlayson in the fall of 1928. Things might have
been different if the government had made a public declaration in support of the newcomer:
“Unfortunately, no such declaration was ever made public and the private banks still
assume an attitude of sullen hostility to the Central Institution. This is bound to continue so long as the Bank of Greece continues to work in a position of semi-complete

Lorraine (Minister Plenipotentiary to Greece in Athens) quoted by Waley to Niemeyer, June 28, 1928
in BOEA OV9-191/90a. See also Finlayson, Memorandum, July 2, 1928 in BOEA OV9-205 and his
letter to Niemeyer of July 4, 1928, in BOEA OV9-191/98. Having spent three years abroad, Venizelos
returned to Greece in April 1927; about a year later – and less than a fortnight after the de jure stabilization – on May 23, 1928, he announced his intention to return the leadership of the Liberal party.
37
The National Bank argued these gains were its rightful compensation for having lost the note issue.
Venizelos thus proposed the return of the note issue to the National Bank, to eliminate the need for any
compensation. The ‘gold covers dispute’ raged for over a year and was ultimately a power-struggle between the country’s top bank and its top politician. Pyrsos (1936: chapter 7) and Kostis (2003: chapter
16) offer excellent summaries; for a peek into the negotiations themselves, see Finlayson to Niemeyer,
dated August 3, 1928 in VA Φ357~36-37, as well as the exchanges between Niemeyer. Finlayson and
Strakosch between October 1928 and January 1929 in BOEA OV9-206.
36
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isolation. For the time being, it is nobody’s child and its real activities are little more
than those of a rather pretentious exchange-shop.” 38

4. An unexpected crisis
Following his triumphant return to the political centerstage in 1928, Venizelos
won the August elections in a landslide. During his campaign, he promised to modernise the country, introduce sweeping reforms and promote public investment. Over the
next few years, extensive drainage and irrigation works reclaimed or protected some
300,000 hectares and total cultivable land rose by 30%; road networks expanded by
15%, port infrastructure was improved and more than three thousand new school buildings were erected, just as major projects to provide Athens with adequate water and
power were concluded. Given the caps imposed by the Geneva Protocol on ordinary
expenditures, many of these projects were kept off budget and financed through contractors, who undertook to raise the necessary foreign capital. With the drachma back
on gold, Greece rushed to tap international markets: between 1928 and 1932, public
and private borrowing from abroad amounted to some £23.8 million, or about a quarter
of GDP. 39
The rapid accumulation of foreign liabilities did not go unnoticed in London. As
early as September 1928, Niemeyer warned Venizelos that “as experience has shown
elsewhere, a newly stabilised economy at once becomes the happy hunting ground of
foreign contractors and bond sellers, each anxious to sell his own particular interest”.40
Eyebrows may have been raised, but no alarms went off, not least since many of those
happy hunters were British contractors and financiers. Besides, ever since the Zaimis
government had re-opened negotiations with the League in 1926, Greece had been quite
Finlayson, Relations between the state and the central bank of issue, October 10, 1928 in BOEA OV9206/2.
39
This figure comprises foreign lending (‘assistance from abroad’) plus net bank credits (receipts minus
payments), as recorded on the Balance of Payments for 1929-32, Table XIX of Bank of Greece (1934);
GDP figures are from Kostelenos et al. (2007). Besides the tripartite loan (partially credited in 1929), the
largest public loans credits 1932 are two loans for productive works (1928, 1931) and one for school
buildings, worth a total of £7.9 million net (Dertilis 1936: 134). Pepelasis-Minoglou (1993) surveys public works financed with foreign capital, including some major private loans. For summaries of Venizelos’s economic policy, see Mazower (1991: 108ff) and Dafnis (1997 [1974]: 497-514).
40
Niemeyer to Venizelos, September 6, 1928 in VA Φ332-07. Niemeyer’s letter came at a time when
Venizelos was flirting with Seligman, a New York investment bank, for a new loan, which the British
actively sought to quash; cf. Niemeyer to Leith Ross (Treasury), November 29, 1928 in BOEA OV9-196
and Finlayson to Niemeyer, January 17, 1932 in BOEA OV9-206/32. Needless to say how competition
between different foreign interests was closely monitored by diplomatic missions in Athens.
38
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candid about the role of foreign capital in its development strategy: few of the League’s
terms would have been tolerated without the prospect of securing foreign loans.
In the long run, public works would boost agricultural production and close the
country’s trade deficit, thus securing the foreign exchange necessary to service the debt
incurred. In the short run, continued access to capital markets would ensure the steady
refinancing of foreign liabilities. In other words, Greece’s outward-oriented development strategy was predicated on its short-term ability to secure enough foreign exchange to service its debt. The strategy was both risky and ambitious, but it was hardly
original. Many European countries, including most recipients of League loans, were on
a similar path. There was just one problem: the year was 1928. The sands of international capital mobility were about to run out – not just in Greece, but everywhere.
No country escaped the grip of the Great Depression that swept the world after
1929. 41 Greece was no exception, although the insular nature of its more traditional
sectors, coupled with the stimulus provided by foreign lending, cushioned the initial
blow and shielded the economy from a deep recession (Table 1). Greece felt the onset
of the crisis through the collapse of primary product prices and trade. By 1932, its exports had shrunk by 30% in volume and 60% in value, taking a heavy toll on such
crucial cash crops as tobacco and currants. Bad weather and a succession of crop failures, the worst in 1931, further depressed rural incomes, prompting the government to
suspend taxes, raise tariffs and guarantee higher minimum prices for farm products.
Deflation was milder compared to other countries, but it was enough to increase real
debt, which became unbearable to most farmers and many businesses. Stock-market
prices tumbled and defaults multiplied, as manufacturing production shrank by about
10%. Heavily concentrated, the financial sector proved quite resilient, although several
smaller banks did not survive. 42 The fall in imports offset the loss of exports, but not
the collapse of invisibles, which traditionally financed the country’s trade deficit; as
foreign exchange reserves began to shrink, the first seeds of doubt about the drachma’s
ability to stay on gold were planted.

This paragraph can’t do justice to the literature on the Great Depression in Greece; Kostis (1986) and
Mazower (1991) remain classics, but see also some papers in Kakridis and Rizas (eds.) (2021).
42
Bank bankruptcies are discussed in Kyrkilitsis (1934: 12-14) and Alogoskoufis and Lazaretou (1997:
130). The stock market crash strained those with loans backed by securities, including stock-brokers,
who pleaded for additional credits; see Finlayson to Niemeyer, December 3, 1929 in BOEA OV9-207/1.
41
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Inevitably, the Bank of Greece found itself at the centre of the maelstrom. Worried about its cover ratio, the bank responded to the loss of reserves by allowing note
circulation to fall (Table 1), fuelling complaints of “monetary stringency”. In the press,
the Bank was accused of strangling businesses at the moment they needed liquidity
most; in parliament, the government was interpellated over monetary policy, just as
financial circles were abuzz with “hysterical rumours that the National Bank is out to
bust [the central bank] and take over again”. 43 Conscious of Geneva’s watchful gaze,
Venizelos gave a half-hearted defence of the Bank in public. Privately, he kept pressing
it to let the cover ratio drop to its legal minimum and inject additional liquidity. When
Finlayson and Tsouderos demurred, he accused them of “gold fetishism”. 44
The accusations were exaggerated. The fall in circulation was modest compared
to the loss of reserves; aggregate bank deposits and loans continued to increase and
bank liquidity remained high – hardly a sign of “monetary stringency”. Inasmuch as
complaints were incited by the National Bank, they might have been an attempt to deflect attention at a time when the government was pressing for moratoria on farmers’
debt. 45 Either way, the dispute was telling of the continued tension between the new
bank of issue, the government and commercial banks; as for the Prime Minister, Finlayson was quite certain there would be “trouble with the old man”. 46
Trouble, however, was also brewing in Geneva. Unlike the Bank’s critics at
home, the Financial Committee felt Greek policy had been far too complacent: the discount rate had remained unchanged, the drachma had not depreciated to its gold export
point and the central bank’s own discounts had increased. As Niemeyer would put it,
“during the latter part of 1929, the Bank of Greece went to sleep”. 47 As of 1930, the
need to tighten domestic credit became a familiar adage of letters from London and
Geneva.

Finlayson to Niemeyer, February 13, 1930 in BOEA OV9-192/71A; the same letter contains details on
the parliamentary interpellation. Details of the press campaign on “monetary stringency in Finlayson’s
Memorandum dated November 25, 1929 in BOEA OV9-206/78.
44
Finlayson to Niemeyer, February 14, 1930 in BOEA OV9-192/72. Government pressure had started
as early as October 1929; see Finlayson to Niemeyer, October 29, 1930 in BOEA OV9-206/68.
45
Finlayson to Niemeyer, October 29, 1929 in BOEA OV9-206/68.
46
Finlayson to Niemeyer, February 14, 1930 in BOEA OV9-192/76.
47
Notes of interview with O. Niemeyer in London, January 25, 1930 in BOEA OV9-192/70. The Bank
kept the discount rate at 9% from late 1928 till September 1931. On the Bank’s reluctance to use the gold
points, see Société des Nations – Comité Financier, 37ème session, Procès-verbal de la troisième séance
tenue à Genève, le 21 Janvier 1931 in IATE A3-S1-Y1-F24/2.
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The Bank of Greece pleaded innocent and pointed to its birth defects: given the
size of its portfolio, neither a higher discount rate nor open market operations could
have influenced domestic credit. Commercial banks, and especially the National Bank,
were too strong, and could safely ignore – or even threaten the central bank. 48 Working
closely with the government, the National Bank was injecting additional cash to support
farm prices; it spearheaded efforts to stabilise the stock market, bail out major industrial
concerns and take over troubled banks. In many respects, the National Bank was acting
as Greece’s lender of last resort (Kostis 2003: 423ff).
This line of defense has since become a staple of the literature and is overdue for
reassessment. During the crisis, the Bank of Greece deliberately exaggerated its weakness, in order to deflect criticism and strengthen its position in the financial system.
Commercial banks may have determined the money multiplier, but the Bank of Greece
still controlled the monetary base and could – at the very least – reduce circulation pari
passu with the drain in foreign exchange. Inasmuch as it sterilised part of the drain, that
was a deliberate policy decision.
Given its statutory obligation to keep foreign exchange reserves at 40% of circulation, the Bank would have to withdraw 2.5 drachmas for every (equivalent) drachma
of reserves lost in order to stabilise the cover ratio. Without an adequate portfolio to
carry out open market operations, the Bank was indeed unable to contract as much. Its
own data, however, reveal it was also unwilling to contract even at a one-to-one rate:
between May 1928 and the sterling crisis of September 1931, the Bank lost reserves
worth 1,622.6 million drachmas, but only withdrew 1,096.8 million from circulation,
or 67.6% of the loss; by the time Greece left gold, that ratio had fallen to 27.4%. The
Bank of Greece was actively leaning against the wind by injecting additional drachmas
into the market whenever foreign exchange transactions drained the money supply. 49
The motive behind this policy is obvious: a more aggressive contraction would
have hurt the economy. As a senior Bank official would explain, in January 1930, “the
situation in Greece is different from that in other countries; there is the refugee question

For a succinct formulation of the argument by Greek representatives, see Société des Nations, Comité
Financier, 42ème session, Procès-verbal de la huitième séance tenue à Genève, le 7 Septembre 1931, p.
10 in IATE A3-S1-Y1-F29/1; see also Pyrris (1934: 85ff) and Pyrsos (1946: 326ff).
49
A more detailed version of the argument, which dates back to Nurkse (1944) and Bloomfield (1959)
is found in Kakridis (2021); the Greek case fits neatly into Eichengreen’s (1990) cross-sectional estimates.
48
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to be dealt with, and efforts must be made not to create unemployment”. 50 Figure 2
tracks the coefficient of correlation between monthly changes in reserves and circulation over a six month ‘moving window’; a more ‘conventional’ plot of the cover ratio
can be found in Figure 4. With the exception of a few months in mid-1929, the coefficient never approached unity. The Bank was systematically attempting to cushion the
domestic money supply from changes in reserves. The timing of interventions is also
telling: whenever the country was buffeted by international shocks – late in 1929, during the Credit-Anstalt crisis or after the sterling devaluation – the Bank of Greece responded by increasing domestic circulation. 51 This was not a sign of weakness – it was
a deliberate policy choice.
Priority to internal objectives, however, jeopardised the country’s external commitment to the gold standard. Greece’s problem was that it needed both a buoyant economy to protect social stability and a stable exchange rate to finance its debt and ambitious public works program. Faced with two conflicting objectives, the Bank of Greece
– like many central banks in debtor countries on the gold standard – tried to have its
cake and eat it: it attempted to stay on gold, but shied away from strict adherence to the
‘rules of the game’. As its foreign reserves became depleted, it resorted to various accounting tricks to inflate the cover ratio and pleaded with the IFC to defer foreign exchange purchases for debt service. 52 Criticism abroad was deflected by an exaggerated
appeal to the institution’s inherent defects. In retrospect, this strategy helped Greek
monetary policy steer clear from a deeper recession. At the time, it was used to absolve
the central bank of responsibility and garner support for its efforts to tighten control
over the financial system. Bank of Greece officials blamed the loss of reserves on the
“continued fight of [commercial] banks against us, which is carried on either out of
spite or out of a bad estimation of things”, the National Bank invariably being the prime
suspect. 53

50
Société des Nations – Comité Financier, 37ème session, Procès-verbal de la quatrième séance tenue à
Genève, le 21 Janvier 1930, p. 20 in IATE A3-S1-Y1-F24/2.
51
The effect on broader money (M3) is, as one might expect, less pronounced, not least since the shocks
also affect the money multiplier, an effect the Bank of Greece is trying to dampen.
52
The attempts to convince the IFC to defer foreign exchange purchases, reminiscent of the BIS mandate
to minimize reparations-related shocks to Germanys’ foreign exchange market, led to a bitter conflict
between the Bank and the IFC, documented in Pepelasis-Minoglou (1993: 181-184).
53
Tsouderos to Niemeyer, February 10, 1931 in BOEA OV80-4/83· cf. Tsouderos to Diomidis, Diomidis
Archive owned by N. Pantelakis, F1-SF1-SE4-FI24-IT5.
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Diomidis was more cautious. He agreed that “clipping the National Bank’s wings
was advisable”, but attributed the loss of reserves to more fundamental macroeconomic
imbalances. Writing to Tsouderos, in May 1931, he explained how “the cover keeps
shrinking because of successive [current account] deficits; certainly, if other banks followed a healthier policy, our position would be better, but I doubt it would make a large
difference, for our entire economy is constantly in deficit”. 54
The Governor was right. Convenient as it may have been to blame the banks, they
were not the main culprits for what was ultimately the effect of an international credit
squeeze. As late as 1931, Greece borrowed a total of 8.0 million pounds to cover 42%
of the foreign exchange needs (Figure 3). With both exports and net invisibles shrinking, without continued access to foreign capital, the loss of reserves was guaranteed –
no matter how commercial banks responded. But Diomidis was only half-right. The
only bank that could have responded was the central bank, which he governed, but he
was reluctant to sacrifice domestic economic activity to defend the cover. Greece’s outward-oriented development strategy continued to unravel, along with expectations of
the country’s ability to remain on gold. Under these circumstances, neither commercial
banks nor investors could be blamed for walking away from the drachma. In September
1931, the walk turned into a stampede.

5. The final battle
Sterling’s devaluation sent shockwaves through the global financial system. At
an emergency meeting held at the Bank of Greece, government and bank representatives agreed that the drachma would remain on gold. 55 Having long touted the benefits
of stabilisation, authorities were loath to abandon the linchpin of their externally-financed development strategy, not least since devaluation was tantamount to default:
debt service was largely payable in gold and absorbed 40% of budget revenue. 56 On
54
Diomidis to Tsouderos, May 23, 1931 in Diomidis Archive owned by N. Pantelakis, F1-SF1-SE4FI24-IT10; see also Pantelakis (2018: 303) and Venezis (1966: 76).
55
At the time of sterling’s devaluation, the Bank of Greece held roughly a quarter of its reserves in
sterling (£1.6 million); losses were later estimated at 174.7 million drachmas, or 7.5% of the country’s
reserves (Pyrsos 1946: 101). The statutory implication that sterling could no longer be considered part
of the official reserves was a much greater challenge; in practice, this provision was ignored and the
Bank of Greece kept its sterling, albeit at its market parity.
56
Most Greek foreign loans were either payable in currencies that were still pegged to gold or carried
gold clauses; interestingly enough, this is rarely mentioned by those who favoured a Greek devaluation
in September 1931, including Niemeyer, who seems to have had the sterling tranche of the League loans
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Monday, September 21, 1931 the drachma was re-pegged to the dollar, though no additional restrictions were imposed. The ‘battle for the drachma’ was on.
Panic gripped markets almost immediately. Asset prices collapsed and on
Wednesday, trading on the Athens stock market was suspended. By Friday, the Bank
of Greece had lost $3.6 million and was forced to swallow its pride and ask the National
Bank for emergency credits to prop up its cover ratio (Figure 4). Exchange controls and
import restrictions were hurriedly introduced over the weekend. The discount rate,
which had been kept at 9% since November 1928 was raised to 12%, only to be throttled
back to 11% the next month; given the size of the Bank’s portfolio, the changes were
largely meant to provide a signal, rather than exert any direct influence. The signal was
picked up and commercial discount rates, which had hitherto followed an independent
path, followed suit. Taken aback by the violence of capital flight and eager to pin the
blame on someone, Venizelos forced Diomidis to resign. After a few weeks of political
intrigue, he was replaced by Tsouderos, who found himself at the helm of the bank he
had helped establish, just when calls for its abolition were making headlines again. 57
With the introduction of exchange controls, Greece joined the scores of countries
that – while nominally still on gold – were already drifting away from their official
parity (Eichengreen 1992: 231). Controls throttled capital outflows but also discouraged remittances and other invisible inflows; the current account was deep in the red
and expectations of an impending devaluation became widespread. Within weeks, the
drachma was trading at heavy discount on the black market.
Subsequent authors have criticized Greek policy makers for “adhering to a legalistic view of the economy” (Kostis 2003: 376) and acting as “late proselytes”, willing
to “choke off liquidity” to defend the gold standard (Christodoulakis 2014: 282), “naively believing they would be able to further tap international capital markets” (Pepelasis-Minoglou 1993: 186). Justified as they may be in hindsight, these critiques

in mind when he proposed that the drachma follow sterling but continue servicing its debt. The composition of Greek foreign debt is discussed in L. Palamas, Note on the mode of service of the external Greek
loans, November 2, 1931, in BOEA OV80-5/74. Greek authorities were acutely aware of the legal complications that would arise should the country seek to pay in depreciated currency; see the various memos
drafted in the fall of 1931 in IATE A5-S1-Y5-F15.
57
For a more detailed chronicle, see Venezis (1955: 97ff), Mazower (1991: 143ff), Kostis (2003: 376ff)
and Kakridis (2017: 68ff). For the English translation of a headline-making newspaper article calling for
the Bank of Greece to be re-absorbed by the National Bank, written by the senior economic advisor to
the Liberal party, Dimitrios Maximos, see BOEA OV80-5/94c; for reactions to the Maximos plan by
Diomidis, see OV80-6/29.
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ignore both the conditions and mindset of the times, while overestimating the stringency of the Bank’s policy.
Greece’s ability to defend its parity hinged on its ability to plug its current account
deficit (Figure 3). In theory, this could be attempted through a massive contraction in
domestic liquidity and imports; alternatively, as the French member of the Financial
Committee unabashedly suggested, Greece could dismiss civil servants, cut salaries by
20% and close down some of its schools.58 Fortunately, Greek authorities never contemplated such a contraction, especially on the eve of an election year. Fiscal measures
were modest, import volumes dipped only mildly and the Bank of Greece continued its
policy of sterilization (Figure 2). The only alternative acceptable to the Greek side was
some combination of debt relief and renewed capital injections. In the fall of 1931, this
is exactly what Athens was expecting.
As late as April 1931, Greece had floated a £4,600,000 loan to fund its public
works through an international bank syndicate headed by Hambro’s. Placement had
been difficult, with the British tranche being undersubscribed; given market sentiment
at the time, however, the operation was considered a success and even Montagu Norman expressed his surprise. 59 Having thus confirmed the country’s financial standing,
authorities were confident that – once the sterling crisis had blown over – access to
international capital would be restored. Meanwhile, the country would continue to play
by the rules of the game – or at least appear to be doing so. As the crisis drew on,
authorities in Athens pinned their hopes on a coordinated initiative, presumably under
League auspices. By January 1932, Venizelos was touring European capitals advocating a five year debt moratorium and a $50 million loan to complete his public works
initiative. 60 The battle for the drachma now resembled a siege, whose outcome hinged
on the defenders’ ability to hold the fort until a foreign relief party came to the rescue.

As reported in Tsouderos to Venizelos, March 12, 1932 in IATE A3-S1-Y2-F2/3.
H. Finlayson, Report on Recent Loan negotiations in London, 1st March-19th April, April 30, 1931 in
BOEA OV80-4/101b and Pepelasis-Minoglou (1993: 388-92). The loan carried an effective interest rate
of 7.3%; £2 million were floated in London, £1 million was taken up by the National Bank in Athens,
the balance being sold in Sweden, Switzerland, Holland and Italy. New York banks were also approached, but refused to participate; Speyer and the National City Bank, however, agreed to advance
cash against £1,5 million-worth of Greek treasury bills, thus renewing past advances for another year.
60
Venizelos’s proposals are contained in Memorandum on Greek financial situation, January 20, 1932
in BOEA OV80-6/4. London’s reactions are hardly encouraging, as shown in the reply by Neville Chamberlain to Venizelos, January 28, 1932 in BOEA OV80-6/18.
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Venizelos’s demands were unrealistic, but plans for an international relief operation were not without adherents in Geneva. Meeting in March 1932, the Financial Committee offered a sanguine assessment of the situation in Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria and
Greece and proposed a “concerted effort” to guarantee loans to these countries, giving
them some “breathing space” until the international situation improved. 61 In Greece’s
case, the proposed loan was $10 million and was accompanied by strict fiscal terms and
a temporary transfer moratorium on amortization. Fears of contagion certainly informed the Committee’s attitude. Niemeyer, who had recently visited Athens to assess
the situation in person, had told Venizelos not to “monkey around” with League loans.
Devaluation and default were all the more unpalatable to the Geneva, since Greece appeared to be in better shape than other League debtors who were still clinging on to
gold. A decision to suspend Greek debt service was bound to trigger further defaults. 62
Between 1929 and 1931, Greece’s economy had indeed been fairly resilient. The
slump in agricultural prices had increased the country’s debt burden, but since Greece
imported mainly food and raw materials, its terms of trade had not deteriorated. Thanks
to a reserve army of urban refugees, wages were flexible and absorbed most price
changes, just as tariffs offered manufacturing increased protection. The same tariffs
propped up the budget, which had not come under serious strain before the imposition
of exchange controls. Most significantly, foreign loans had provided external stimulus
and funded extensive public works. Thanks to those loans and the willingness of the
Bank of Greece to sterilize foreign exchange outflows, the financial system remained
liquid and both credits and deposits had continued to grow, even in nominal terms, until
August 1931. Legal protections afforded to foreign exchange deposits also meant commercial banks had not witnessed extensive withdrawals over the summer. 63 In this

League of Nations Financial Committee, Report to the Council on the Work of the Forty-Fifth Session
of the Committee (Paris, March 3rd to 24th, 1932), March 29, 1932, C.328.M.199.1932.II.A.
62
Niemeyer to Loveday, January 29, 1932 in BOEA OV80-6/17; a few days earlier, Niemeyer had noted
that “the Greek position is by no means as bad as that of certain other countries which we know” (BOEA
OV80-6/5); see also Tsouderos to Venizelos, March 12, 1932 in IATE A3-S1-Y2-F2/3.
63
Deposits in foreign exchange, a legacy of the pre-stabilization years and testimony to many people’s
continued mistrust of the drachma, were payable in foreign exchange or their market equivalent in drachmas; parliament had imposed a five year moratorium on any law concerning such deposits, which was
due to expire on June 8, 1932. Incidentally, this explains why no commercial bank was eager to abandon
gold in September 1931: their extensive foreign exchange liabilities, many of them backed by goldbacked Greek sovereign bonds, meant that a devaluation would hurt commercial banks, especially if it
were accompanied by a default. See also footnote 70.
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context, it is less surprising that Greek policy makers felt the country could ‘hold the
fort’ for some time.
To critics of the Bank’s policy, none of this mattered, since no relief party was
coming to lift the siege. Sooner or later, Greece would have to abandon the gold standard. The battle was merely postponing the inevitable, wasting valuable time and foreign
exchange. In hindsight, there is no doubt the critics were right. Greek authorities misread the prospects of international cooperation and underestimated the shift in investor
sentiment (Accominotti and Eichengreen 2016). In September 1931, however, few in
Greece could have been so clairvoyant as to opt for immediate devaluation and default
– not least since the prospect of foreign retaliation had not been ruled out. It is not
accident that, for all their complaints about specific battle tactics, no opposition party
openly challenged the decision to defend the drachma. Nor was anyone willing to step
up when Venizelos later offered to resign and proposed the formation of a coalition
government (Dafnis 1997 [1974]: 533). What opposition parties lacked in policy ideas,
they made up in schadenfreude.
Ideas mattered. Many believed the crisis to have been caused by excess speculation which had to be purged before the economy could recover. Finlayson had dubbed
his proposed method of credit restraint the ‘castor oil method’, because of the cathartic
effects it would allegedly bring to the economy. 64 More importantly, memories of inflation were still fresh and added to the ‘fear of floating’ (Calvo and Reinhart 2002).
Asked by a senior British Treasury official why Greece was not devaluing the drachma
to relieve the pressure on its economy, Venizelos explained that he “was afraid it would
cause general collapse and inflation”. 65 Such cognitive lock-in, informed by inflationary trauma, played a crucial role in delaying many countries’ exit from gold (Wolff
2008).
What is more, the country was sailing in unchartered waters. Despite their ‘orthodox’ ideas, policy makers were well-aware that present conditions defied orthodoxy.
Uncertainty about the future added to their vacillations. In a hurriedly scribbled postscript to one of his letters to Venizelos, Tsouderos wondered whether there was any
For an early formulation, see Finlayson, Report on the Proceedings of the meeting of the Financial
Committee, February 1930, in BOEA OV9-192/66. For a tour d’ horizon of Greek economists’ views on
the Great Depression, see the seminal work by Psalidopoulos (1989); cf. De Long (1990) on what he
calls the inter-war ‘liquidationist’ view.
65
Leith-Ross, Note of an interview with Venizelos, January 28, 1932, in BOEA OV80-6/15.
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point in keeping up the fight: “In the event of a global readjustment, wont everyone be
in the same position anyway? Or might those who gave up sooner gain by arguing their
burden had been intolerable? […] Some moments are so challenging and extraordinary
that one cannot know which road to take”. 66
As it turned out, neither road was long. By early 1932, negotiations in London
and Paris had led nowhere. Geneva was increasingly pessimistic about the prospects of
the upcoming Lausanne conference and officials were bracing for turbulence. Things
in Athens were no better. From the first time since the onset of the crisis, commercial
banks were feeling the pinch: liquidity was down and the fall in bond prices had left a
hole in their balance sheets. In February, the default of a small commercial bank caused
a minor bank run, which galvanized the Bank of Greece into action. For the first time
ever, the country’s new bank of issue acted as the lender of last resort, promptly doubling its credits.67 With import restrictions taking a toll on public revenue, the central
bank also made its first advances to the state – thus resuming a practice that had been
abandoned since the signing of the Geneva Protocol. By the end of March, central bank
lending had more than tripled since the sterling devaluation and circulation was up for
the first time in months. Having thus abandoned all pretence of stringency, Bank officials were already working out the details of the upcoming devaluation. 68
The final act was played out in April, during an emergency session of the League
of Nations Council devoted to Greece, Austria, Hungary and Bulgaria. Debtor countries
reiterated their proposals for a transfer moratorium and additional credits. The response
was underwhelming, even by League standards: any moratorium or new loan had to be
taken up directly with the bondholders. Venizelos promptly announced Greece had
crossed the Rubicon. On Monday, April 27th, the drachma formally abandoned the gold
standard. A few days later, Greece missed the coupon payments on its foreign debt. The
battle had been lost. 69
Tsouderos to Venizelos, March 8, 1932 in IATE A3-S1-Y2-F2/1; at the time Tsouderos was in Paris,
trying to solicit French support for new credits. For an astute discussion of the interplay between uncertainty and ideational lock-in, see Blyth (2002).
67
It is thus unclear why Chouliarakis and Lazaretou (2014: 26) believe the Bank did not undertake any
rescue effort and “continued to implement a strongly anti-inflationary policy”.
68
As early as February 10, 1932, a Bank memo for Venizelos considers devaluation and default inevitable and proposes a dual exchange rate system. The decision to increase the discount rate (from 11%) to
12% in January 1932 was a statutory obligation inasmuch as the Bank’s cover had just fallen below 40%
and should not be mistaken for a policy shift.
69
Details in the lengthy memorandum by Finlayson, Greece’s departure from the Gold standard, May
9, 1932 in BOEA OV80-6/167, which also contains translations of key legislation.
66
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6. The aftermath, 1932-39
The drachma’s fall was precipitous; within days, it was trading at half its par
value. Expectations of further depreciation, fueled in part by the Bank of Greece’s secret purchases of foreign exchange on the black market, led to overshooting. Early in
1933, the exchange rate turned a corner and by late March the dollar devaluation had
caused substantial capital inflows. Instead of letting the exchange rate rebound, however, the central bank rushed to re-peg to gold (via the Swiss franc), thus ‘locking in’ a
58% devaluation and siphoning off foreign exchange to rapidly rebuild its reserves
(Figure 5). 70 Of course, convertibility was never restored and exchange controls remained in place, as the state regulated trade and the Bank of Greece monopolized foreign exchange transactions. A de facto multiple exchange rate system was introduced,
with basic food imports being afforded more favorable rates, paid for by de facto export
levies. The official parity was maintained until September 1936, when the collapse of
the ‘gold bloc’ promoted a switch back to a sterling peg.
The Bank of Greece’s policy after 1932 has often been described as “conservative”; freed from the statutory shackles imposed by the gold exchange standard, the
Bank is nevertheless said to have refrained from policy activism (Trapeza tis Ellados
1978: 142). The 1933 decision to re-peg the drachma has been described as “surprisingly inflexible”, revealing “an obsession with orthodoxy” (Kostis 2003: 477; 2018:
256). Pushing the argument even further, Christodoulakis (2013) has recently argued
that Greece constitutes an exception to the rule that wants countries released from their
‘golden fetters’ recover faster. In his view, devaluation ended up eroding domestic demand and prolonging the economy’s malaise, which ultimately led to the collapse of
democracy in 1936, when Ioannis Metaxas dismissed parliament and imposed a dictatorship of fascist overtones. Using a broad brush, this section sketches post-1932 policy

Another source of foreign exchange reserves was the so-called ‘drachmification’ decree of July 29,
1932, which forced the conversion of all domestic liabilities expressed in foreign exchange into drachmas
at a rate that overvalued the drachma. The government defended the measure on equity grounds, arguing
that foreign exchange creditors – including holders of deposits in foreign exchange – should not end up
unduly profiting from devaluation. In fact, the measure was aimed to plug a hole in bank balance sheets,
where foreign exchange liabilities outstripped assets. For more information see Pyrris (1934: 228-239),
Vouros (1938: 52) and Finlayson to Niemeyer, August 6, 1932 in BOEA OV80-7/61; cf. H. Finlayson,
The ‘drachmification’ decrees, September 25, 1935 in BOEA OV80-13/66.
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and performance, focusing on these arguments, both of which are found unconvincing. 71
Economic recovery after 1932 was swift (Table 2). After previous crop failures,
the 1932 harvest was exceptionally good and provided much needed relief to the trade
balance. Ever since the first refugee loan, land reform and reclamations had been steadily increasing the area under cultivation. Finally, the results were becoming apparent;
along with a belated recovery in yields, agriculture soared: by the end of the decade,
production had doubled. Manufacturing rebounded strongly in 1933 and continued to
rise steadily thereafter; thanks to a rapid-built up in energy, industrial production grew
even faster. Much of the stimulus for this growth came from the country’s inevitable
shift to autarky. The effects of devaluation were compounded by import quotas that
favored incumbent merchants and encouraged import substitution. The return of inflation caused real interest rates to plummet and liquidated hitherto ‘frozen’ credits. These
results are hard to miss or decouple from the country’s departure from gold. 72 Greece
is no exception to the golden fetters rule; nor is there a simple correlation between economic and political crisis. Most historians pin the unravelling of Greece democratic
institutions to social cleavages that emerged after the country’s expansion during the
Balkan wars, as well as the failure of the political class to adapt to changing circumstances. If anything, “it was economic growth, which taxed the capacities of the existing
system and pointed the way to an eventual realignment of political forces” (Mazower
1991: 285, emphasis in original).
Of course, one should not paint too rosy a picture of Greece’s post-1932 economy. Shut
off from global financial markets, the country was forced to rely on a much smaller
pool of domestic resources. Imports fell from approximately 40% of GDP in 1928 to
an average of 20% in the 1930s and balance of payments constraints remained binding
(Figure 3). The shift to autarky led to de-specialization, eroding productivity.

71
Greece’s economic developments and policy in the 1930s are discussed more generally by Mazower
(1991: part IV); for those able to read Greek, Kostis (2018: chapter 3) offers a modern tour d’ horizon
while Petmezas (2012) provides valuable insights into agricultural policy. Monetary developments are
best chronicled in Pyrsos (1946); in what follows, references to these works are kept to a minimum.
72
Christodoulakis (2013) places undue weight on notoriously unreliable data, not least unemployment
figures ‘estimated’ by the federation of labor unions and used primarily as a bargaining chip (Charitakis
et al. 1932: 355-8). He also draws on the Kostelenos et al. (2007) data which is less reliable as a source
of annual growth rates; production volume indices are far more reliable for those years and far more
consistent with the estimates of GDP growth used here (and adopted by Maddison (2003: 29), who also
explains the limitations of alternative series).
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Impressive growth rates built upon meagre baseline figures. Manufacturing, which still
accounted for a fraction of total output, was fragmented and uncompetitive. Conditions
in the countryside remained precarious and debt continued to weigh heavily on farmers’
shoulders. Export industries such as mining, metalworks and tobacco suffered the most
and cities that had once been export hubs became rife with discontent. Unable to mediate in labor disputes, authorities turned increasingly to repression, directed against the
threat of communist agitation – more imagined rather than real. Exports stagnated, with
tobacco proving the hardest to recover, at least until clearing arrangements gradually
made Germany into Greece’s main trading partner. 73
Faced with these challenges, economic policy struggled to adjust. The People’s
Party government that came to power after 1932 was torn between the need for greater
state intervention and its own conservative predilections. Ambitious policy initiatives
faltered on opposition from the party’s own base (Mazower 1991: 236ff). Industrial
investment was discouraged to minimise capital imports and promote ‘rationalization’.
It was only in agriculture that the institutional apparatus established over the previous
decade was put to extensive use: minimum price guarantees, improved crop varieties,
increased credit facilities and debt moratoria – courtesy of an increasingly activist Agricultural bank – became the norm. Public works continued, albeit at a diminished pace.
The suspension of external debt amortisation and the curtailment of interest payments
provided much needed relief to the budget. 74 After 1932, annual debt service (interest
plus amortization) dropped to around 4% of GDP, down from almost 11% in the 192731 period. 75 Along with a gradual rebound in tax revenue, this helped Greece avoid a
severe retrenchment on primary spending. The Bank of Greece had to step in to provide
sizeable advances to the government, with the amounts outstanding averaging 5% of

Greece’s external trade policy and the role of clearings in particular is discussed at length in Kacarkova
(1976) and Pelt (1998), with Kakridis (2017: 118-31) focusing on the role of the Bank of Greece in
clearing arrangements.
74
Negotiations with foreign bondholders started in the summer of 1932. A stopgap agreement to suspend
amortisation and transfer 30% of interest due was reached on the eve of the September elections, but
final settlement would be postponed for decades. Since no political party was willing to concede more
than its predecessor, negotiations were hampered by political antagonism; by the time that had been
overcome, foreign bondholders had become increasingly intransigent. Temporary agreements were renegotiated almost annually; by January 1940, interest transfers were up to 43%. A summary of these
negotiations is found in Wynne (1951: 352-7); for the Bank of Greece’s role see Kakridis (2017: 85-91
and 115-8).
75
Vouros (1938: 64) and Mazower (1991: 198-202) reach similar conclusions but provide more modest
estimates; their calculations omit economies from the suspension of amortization or the curtailment of
interest on internal debt.
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GDP at year’s end. But these were largely offset by the drachma deposits held by the
IFC, which continued to collect revenue pledged for debt service and refused to release
it without foreign bondholder consent (Vouros 1938: 102-110). Such accounting squabbles aside, the overall budgetary position remained quite satisfactory, with the first deficits appearing after 1936, when the Metaxas regime increased defence expenditure for
rearmament (Table 2).
Turning to monetary policy more generally, there is little evidence of it being
unduly restrictive. Inasmuch as exchange controls and trade restrictions remained in
place, the decision to re-peg the drachma to gold in 1933 primarily served as an anchor
to guide domestic inflation expectations. In practice, effective exchange rates were determined by a host of restrictions, import levies and export subsidies – not to mention
the special rates at which trade was carried out through clearing arrangements. Moreover, there was an obvious difference between re-pegging after a 58% devaluation and
trying to avoid a devaluation in the first place. It thus comes as little surprise that, after
Chile, Greece experienced the most rapid reflation of any of the countries tracked by
the League of Nations after 1931. Still, inflation remained below the rate of depreciation, restoring the real exchange rate to its pre-crisis levels.
None of this seems consistent with monetary stringency. Of course the devaluation caused a temporary dip in total loans and deposits, not least since all foreign currency deposits were forcibly converted into drachmas at an unfavourable rate (Figure
6). Yet most monetary indices soon surpassed their pre-crisis levels and commercial
discount rates drifted from their peak of 12% on the eve of devaluation to 7% by January 1934. The Bank of Greece stood by to inject liquidity whenever bank deposits were
threatened by political instability and gradually increased its relative position within the
banking system. Government advances notwithstanding, the Bank’s private loan portfolio increased from a trifling 2% of total lending in early 1931 to 15% by the end of
1938. The National Bank remained by far the largest institution and had privileged connections to government but the new central bank could no longer be ignored or intimidated as easily.
Relations with the government were harder to navigate. Once the political pendulum had swung back in conservative territory, the Bank of Greece was regarded as a
hostile, Venizelist institution that had to be liquidated. The new People’s Party
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government immediately revived plans to merge the Bank of Greece with the National
Bank. 76 It was only after repeated protests by London and Geneva that senior government officials reaffirmed their commitment to the Geneva Protocol, in June 1933. But
relations with the government remained prickly, for political rather than economic reasons. Following an abortive Venizelist coup, in March 1935, Tsouderos was publicly
accused of having abused his position to bankroll the insurgency and had to step down
for 9½ months. The ensuing counter-coup purged the upper echelons of the army and
bureaucracy from Venizelos supporters and rekindled plans for a merger with the National Bank (Venezis 1955: 182; 1966: 126ff).
In this context, the Bank’s apparent ‘conservatism’ can also be cast in another
light. In a hostile political milieu that questioned the Bank’s raison d’ être, the decision
to peg the exchange rate could be interpreted as an attempt to maintain a semblance of
independence by adopting a visible, albeit largely symbolic, nominal anchor. A similar
line of reasoning explains the considerable efforts made to maintain a direct line of
communication with Geneva. Finlayson’s services were retained until May 1937, several years after his initial contract had expired. Not that there was much reason to question the Bank’s allegiance to the government. 77 In practice, it was probably the shared
memory of inflation more than anything else, that explains why Greek policy makers
remained cautious not to inflate the economy after 1932 (cf. Eichengreen 1992: 300).
But to blame them for undue conservatism or a delayed recovery is hard to reconcile
with the data.
The Metaxas dictatorship did not bring any radical change to the balance of financial power or the outlines of economic policy. Nor did political intrigue subside, as
shown by Tsouderos’s subsequent removal from office. After a failed attempt to overthrow the dictatorship in 1938, the underground dissenters agreed that the Governor of
the Bank of Greece was the most suitable candidate to lead the next coup against Metaxas. His liberal connections aside, Tsouderos was also favoured as a guarantor of monetary stability; apparently, conspirators also had to consider the inflationary
Finlayson to Niemeyer, November 14 and 26, 1932 both in BOEA OV80-8/37 and 46.
The handling of bilateral clearing balances is a case in point. Over time, tobacco exports to Germany
led to the accumulation of substantial credits. By late 1935, the Bank of Greece held a net balance of
24.3 million Reichsmarks (or 984.2 million drachmas). Normally, such balances would be offset by opposite trade flows, but Greece was unable to procure sufficient imports from Germany. Meanwhile, exporters received the equivalent drachmas, thus boosting the money supply and saddling the Bank with
overvalued Reichsmarks. When the Bank sought to reduce these credits in 1936, mass protests by tobacco
workers broke out. The government was forced to back down and the Bank followed suit.
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implications of their actions. Alas, in June 1939 the police intercepted some of the Governor’s private correspondence. Tsouderos was promptly dismissed and replaced by a
member of Metaxas’s inner circle, the Governor of the National Bank, Ioannis
Drossopoulos. Inasmuch as Drossopoulos was known for his hostility toward the central bank, this was probably as close as the Bank of Greece ever came to being amalgamated with its predecessor. Yet Drossopoulos died a few days into the job and was
replaced by Varvaressos, an inside man with every intention of keeping the Geneva
Protocol intact. 78
On the eve of the Second World War, the Bank of Greece had come a long way
from where it had started off in May 1928. Its balance sheet had almost quadrupled and
its loan portfolio had grown from a modest 50 million to more than four billion drachmas – not to mention the extra 11 billion in state advances. It’s original staff of 400 had
grown to 2,200, scattered across 20 branches and a brand-new headquarters in downtown Athens. Several of its handicaps persisted, but the orphan was in a growth spurt.
It would take the hyperinflation brought by foreign occupation and monetary anarchy
in the 1940s to place the Bank of Greece in complete control of the commercial bank
system.

78
The best background source for the narrative in this paragraph is Dafnis (1997 [1974]: 874-9); on
Varvaressos’s ascent and policy, see Kakridis (2017: 140ff).
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Appendix: Notes on data sources
Historical gross domestic product (GDP) estimates by Kostelenos et al. (2007) deflate
values by a price index heavily reliant on agricultural prices, which fluctuate wildly and
exaggerate overall output swings; Kostelenos et al. (2007) figures for 1920-1929 are
thus spliced with growth estimates used by Maddisson (2003: 29), which are more consistent with production volume indices.
Annual Statistics of Agricultural Production provide yearly volume and price data on
production for 22 products; the agricultural production index used here is derived by
chain-linking value estimates in terms of the previous year’s prices. Similarly, Christodoulaki (2001) finds the oft-cited Supreme Economic Council (AOS) indices misleading and comes up with an improved manufacturing and industrial activity index,
both of which are used here. Nominal average wage estimates are based on figures for
male workers in Riginos (1987: 38), whose estimates are superior to those by Anotaton
Oikonomikon Symvoulion (1935: 22).
Banknote circulation, money supply and foreign exchange reserve data are taken from
the Bank of Greece Monthly Bulletin, along with monthly data on commercial and central bank deposits, loans and cash balances; reserve data between September 1931 and
December 1933 are corrected for creative accounting practices used to mask the drain
in reserves, as discussed in Pyrsos (1946: 113). Money supply (M0, M3) data follow
the definitions and methodology of Lazaretou (2014), which is also the source of exchange rates and price indices. Official and commercial discount rates are derived from
Kyrkilitsis (1934) and successive issues of George Charitakis’s Greek Economic Yearbook (Oikonomiki Epetiris tis Ellados).
Balance of Payments data are reconstructed from annual Bank of Greece Governor Reports, starting from table PED 32 in the Report for 1932. The public revenue and expenditure data cited in most secondary sources are mutually inconsistent and misleading. Many of the sources for this confusion are discussed in a short report published by
the League of Nations’ Economic Intelligence Unit in 1936, titled Public Finance,
1928-35. The data used here are compiled from primary sources, with interest and
amortization payments derived separately from Dertilis (1936: 151).
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Figure 1. Post-war stabilization
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Figure 3. Greece’s balance of payments, 1929-1938
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Figure 5. Drachma exchange rate, prices and foreign exchange reserves,
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Figure 6. Monetary variables, 1931-39
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Table 1. Greece and the Great Depression, 1928-1932
Economic activity, prices/wages, monetary, bank and fiscal data
1928 1929 1930 1931

1932

Economic activity (1928=100)
Gross Domestic Product (real)
% change
Agricultural production
% change
Manufacturing production
% change
Industrial production (incl. electricity)
% change

100,0 104,7
4,7%
100,0 90,1
-9,9%
100,0 105,6
5,6%
100,0 107,8
7,8%

102,2 97,9
-2,4% -4,1%
97,0 87,2
7,6% -10,1%
97,8 94,6
-7,4% -3,2%
103,9 103,3
-3,6% -0,6%

106,3
8,5%
117,4
34,6%
93,2
-1,5%
102,8
-0,5%

Prices & wages (1928=100)
Wholesale price index (WPI)
% change
Consumer price index (CPI, Athens)
% change
Average wages in manufacturing
% change

100,0 105,3 95,7 85,5 102,7
5,3% -9,1% -10,7% 20,1%
100,0 100,7 95,0 91,3 97,5
0,7% -5,7% -3,8% 6,8%
100,0 98,2 96,3 90,0 89,4
-1,8% -1,9% -6,6% -0,6%

Monetary & bank data (end of year, 1928=100/mil. drs.)
Foreign exchange reserves (1928=100)
% change
Banknote circulation (1928=100)
% change
Monetary base [M0] (1928=100)
% change
Money supply [M3] (mil. drs.)
% change
Commercial bank deposits (mil. drs.)
% change
Commercial bank credits (mil. drs.)
% change

100,0

73,5
-26,5%
100,0 91,3
-8,7%
100,0 90,5
-9,5%
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

71,0 41,6
-3,4% -41,4%
84,4 70,4
-7,5% -16,6%
88,2 74,7
-2,5% -15,2%
22.344 21.776
: -2,5%
18.118 17.140
: -5,4%
15.316 15.164
: -1,0%

37,7
-9,5%
82,9
17,8%
80,7
8,0%
20.707
-4,9%
16.444
-4,1%
14.708
-3,0%

Fiscal data (% of GDP)
Primary balance (excl. interest & amortiz.)
Budget balance

12,2% 10,5% 8,9% 5,4% 2,2%
3,0% -1,1% -3,1% -6,6% -3,1%

: data not available (in the course of 1930, the Bank of Greece changed its data
collection methodology, forcing commercial banks to report activity in all currencies and branches; this creates a data discontinuity that makes comparison with previous years problematic).
Sources: See Appendix.
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Table 2. Greece after 1932
Economic activity, prices/wages, monetary, bank and fiscal data
1933
1934
1935 1936 1937 1938

1939

Economic activity (1928=100)
GDP (real)
% change
Agricultural production
% change
Manufacturing prod.
% change
Industrial production.
% change

112,5 115,2
5,8% 2,4%
145,6 140,8
24,0% -3,3%
105,2 120,2
12,8% 14,3%
114,4 133,0
11,3% 16,2%

120,0
4,2%
142,3
1,0%
125,2
4,2%
141,3
6,2%

120,5
0,3%
140,0
-1,6%
129,9
3,7%
152,2
7,7%

137,6 134,7 134,5
14,2% -2,1% -0,1%
200,9 180,6
:
43,4% -10,1%
:
135,3 140,8
:
4,2% 4,0%
:
159,5 168,8
:
4,8% 5,8%
:

Prices & wages (1928=100)
Wholesale prices
% change
Consumer prices
% change
Manufacturing wages
% change

116,1
13,0%
106,5
9,2%
96,8
8,3%

114,5
-1,4%
109,6
2,9%
97,6
0,8%

116,5 118,5 132,6 129,5 128,4
1,8% 1,7% 12,0% -2,4% -0,8%
111,9 114,7 127,6 128,6 127,3
2,1% 2,5% 11,3% 0,7% -1,0%
102,4
:
:
:
:
4,9%
:
:
:
:

Monetary & bank data (end of year, 1928=100/mil. drs.)
FX reserves (1928=100)
% change
Circulation (1928=100)
% change
M0 (1928=100)
% change
M3 (mil. drs.)
% change
Deposits (mil. drs.)
% change
Credits (mil. drs.)
% change

93,2
147,3%
95,8
15,6%
108,8
34,7%
23.296
12,5%
18.350
11,6%
14.764
0,4%

95,3
2,3%
99,9
4,4%
119,8
10,1%
24.499
5,2%
19.376
5,6%
16.139
9,3%

5,3%
1,7%

4,9%
0,9%

76,9
-19,3%
105,2
5,3%
107,4
-10,4%
24.686
0,8%
19.202
-0,9%
17.048
5,6%

74,8
-2,7%
109,0
3,6%
117,6
9,5%
25.665
4,0%
19.999
4,2%
18.187
6,7%

82,3
10,0%
119,1
9,3%
120,7
2,6%
29.168
13,6%
22.967
14,8%
21.717
19,4%

84,0
2,1%
127,2
6,8%
127,7
5,9%
31.388
7,6%
24.733
7,7%
21.067
-3,0%

86,9
3,4%
166,1
30,6%
158,5
24,1%
34.066
8,5%
25.189
1,8%
20.838
-1,1%

4,5% 1,5% 1,7%
1,0% -2,4% -1,3%

:
:

:
:

Fiscal data (% of GDP)
Primary balance
Budget balance
: data not available.
Sources: See Appendix.
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